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“While fasting with the
body,
brothers and sisters,
let us also fast in spirit.
Let us lose every bond of
iniquity;
let us undo the knots of
every contact made by
violence;
let us tear up all unjust
agreements;
let us give bread to the
hungry
and welcome to our house
the poor who have no
roof to cover them,
that we may receive mercy from Christ our God.”
-Byzantine Vespers

Main Hall | Corey Wilson

The recent restructuring
of the divisions of Mission
and Student Affairs (MSA)
at St. Norbert is a chance
for the college to “grow
and develop,” while also
making “forward progress”
for the future, according to
Julie Massey, the Interim
Vice President for Mission
and Student Affairs.
In an interview with the
St. Norbert Times, Massey
stated that while the recent
changes to the divisions are
“still in development,” the
goal of the organizational

shifts are to advance the
school’s strategic aims, especially in regards to student retention and equity,
diversity and inclusion on
campus.
“That’s always an opportunity to look at structure with fresh eyes and
ask what will best advance
our strategic aims,” said
Massey ’87. “I think part of
it is we want to really fully
do justice to what is needed
in terms of valuable attention to mission and moving
forward and developing

our working relationship to
student affairs.”
Announced in an email
to faculty and staff on Jan.
17 by President Brian
Bruess, the changes to both
Mission and Student affairs
are based within the “bylaws of the College,” in
which each division is set
to have their own respective “autonomous units.”
Changes in organizational structure within higher education is something
that varies from campus
to campus and aligns with

their needs at the moment,
according to Massey.
“I’ve been in dialogue
with colleagues at other institutions and as far as important work focusing on
mission, what I have seen is
that there is not one way of
doing that. There’s not one
way or one model for that,”
said Massey.
For St. Norbert, Massey
believes that conversations
about the changes to these

lodging and care. A harmless service to those in need,
right? Wrong! Instead, they
concocted a devious plan
to whip up their very own
homemade elderberry wine
laced with poison. In order
to dispose of the bodies,
the two women asked their
nephew, who believed he
was actually Teddy Roosevelt, to bury the bodies
in the cellar. They did so
by convincing the poor,
clueless man that the bodies were all victims of yellow fever. Needless to say,
their plan went off without
a hitch. Besides, who would
ever consider that the sweet
ladies would do such ter-

rible things in their own
home?
All went well until Mortimer Brewster (Brady DeGroot), the accomplished
nephew and compassionate
brother to Teddy, accidentally stumbles upon one of
the victims stashed away
in the window seat. This
causes great distress for
Mortimer, creating tensions
between his family, who
he swore to protect until
the end. DeGroot gave an
exceptional performance,
embodying the disgust and
confusion of any person
who stumbles upon a body
in their childhood home.
It goes without saying that

this production was one for
the books.
The comedy enhances
when the third, cruel Brewster brother, Jonathan Brewster (Andrew Delaurelle),
breaks into his aunts’ home,
accompanied by plastic
surgeon, Dr. Einstein (Jeremy Pelegrin). Delaurelle
and Pelegrin had spectacular performances as well.
Other stellar performances
include Elaine Harper (Katie Shonkwiler), Mr. Gibbs
(Norm Shonkwiler), Officer Brophy (S. Deterville),

Evergreen’s “Arsenic & Old Lace”
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MADELYN GLOSNY | NEWS EDITOR
Evergreen Productions
has done it again with their
most recent show, Joseph
Kesselring’s “Arsenic &
Old Lace,” which was presented by special arrangement with Dramatists Play
Service, Inc., New York.
The show ran from Feb. 14
to Feb. 16 and Feb. 20 to
Feb. 22 at St. Norbert College’s Webb Theater. The
local, nonprofit company
put on a performance that
made the audience double
over with laughter at the
absurdity of the plot and
characters. “The murderous
little old ladies plot line in
the loveable play...was inspired by a real woman,”

writes criminal clement,
Kristen Houghton (2016).
This hilarious show
is based in the 1940’s in
Brooklyn and is sectioned
into three Acts. The entirety
of the show takes place in
the Brewster’s main room,
home to two elderly sisters,
Abby Brewster (Sandy Zochert) and Martha Brewster (Myrna Dickinson) and
their disillusioned nephew,
Teddy Brewster (Glen Sellen). All three of these actors
brought the naivety of their
characters to life on stage.
The
plot
revolves
around the Brewster sisters and their plan to take
in boarders and offer them
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Officer Klein (L. Vecchie),
Officer O’Hara (Gary Wisneski),
Liutenantenant
Rooney (John Abbott), Rev.
Dr. Harper (Norm Shonkwiler) and Mr. Witherspoon
(Norm Shonkwiler) who all
played a role in bringing a
timeless show full of dark
humor to life.
The stunning set design
did wonders for the story.
It perfectly represented
a 1940’s family home.
Equipped with a dining
room table, cough, window
seat, kitchen door, cellar
door, entryway and upstairs hall, Nathan Dantoin
(set designer) and Patricia
Grimm (set dresser) did a
marvelous job putting the
audience right in the outrageous story of the Brewsters.

Evergreen’s mission is
to enrich and entertain the
community through quality live productions. They
are the only multi-generational live theater group in
Northeast WI and recently
celebrated their 31st Anniversary. Evergreen provides a creative outlet for
those interested in the theater, both on the stage and
behind the scenes, offering
a variety of opportunities to
participate in the theatrical
experiences.
There are two more
shows scheduled for this
season. The first is “Treasure Island,” a young actors
production, which will run
Feb. 28 to March 1. The
second, “Cheaper by the
Dozen,” will run March 1
to March 3 and March 7 to
March 9.

MISSION STATEMENT
The St. Norbert Times strives
to be an informative student-run
newspaper that acts as a balanced
and accurate source of news about
St. Norbert College, as well as the
world around it. In the spirit of the
Norbertine tradition and the First
Amendment to the United States
Constitution, the Times will encourage and defend the principles of
free inquiry, vigorous debate and
the pursuit of truth.

Elaine Harper and Mortimer Brewster | Jean Jostad-Shonkwiler

Lady Caress Visits SNC
KAITLIN FOLEY | NEWS CORRESPONDENT

In the spirit of the Norbertine
tradition, we embrace the
following credo:
“Almighty Father, the
scriptures inform us that:
‘THE TRUTH WILL SET
YOU FREE!’
Free from compromising
principles
Free from being self-serving
Free from suspicion
Free from prejudice
Free from intolerance
Free from fear of retaliation
Free to be courageous and
bold
Free to be honest and
forthright.”
“Bless those who speak,
promote and value the truth.
Bless those who have made
and continue to make the
St. Norbert Times a vehicle
for honesty, truthful and
courageous information,
who make it a beacon for the
enlightened progress of St.
Norbert College, protecting
it from half-truths and
misinformation. Help the staff
know that they are called and
chosen to be that voice crying
in the wilderness, especially
for the students whom they
enlighten and inform, helping
them to take up the banner of
truth courageously and openly
for their welfare and to help
St. Norbert College be the
shining beacon it is called and
destined to be.”
Rev. Rowland De Peaux,
O.Praem.
St. Norbert Times Banquet
April 30, 2008

CONTACT US
St. Norbert Times
SORR Box 29
100 Grant Street
De Pere, WI 54115
times@snc.edu

Lady Caress Event poster | E2K Facebook

On Wednesday evening, Feb. 19, Entertainment 2 Knight hosted a
performance by spoken
word artist, Lady Caress.
This was not a typical poetry reading -- it fused music, comedy, beatboxing
and spoken word in a performance that actively engaged the audience.
The show started off
with several students reading their own original
poetry, providing a great

opening while showing off
the many talented artists
at SNC. The spoken word
artist, Lady Caress, not
only hyped up the crowd
for her own performance
but the students’ as well.
The crowd was captivated throughout the entire
performance, whether by
laughing, crying or cheering with Caress. She had a
unique ability to bring the
audience to feel, see and
experience her words, rath-

er than just listen to them.
Caress worked to portray herself as relatable and
authentic, two traits central
to her performance. Even
with her professional experience, she encouraged student artists and took them
seriously. She placed herself on level ground with
the audience by sharing
personal stories that resonated with many of those
who attended. She spoke
about life candidly, and was
able to genuinely connect
with her audience.
The show consisted of
topics including nostalgia,
depression, relationships,
happiness, feminism, race
and general struggles of
life. The content was deep
and reflective, but in the
end left the audience with
feelings of empowerment.
This reflection and consideration offered students the

ability to see creative skills,
such as music and poetry, in
action. This performance,
which offered a great studybreak, alloewd students not
only a chance to escape
everyday stressors, but a
chance for deeper contemplation. It was not meant to
make students forget about
their worries but to embrace them, and understand
that life is tough but that is
why we keep going.
This event presented a
unique opportunity for SNC
students to see a different
type of artist. By revealing different aspects of the
fine arts, E2K has offered
students with multiple outlets to express themselves.
This is a concept central to
the mission of SNC, as the
knowledge and growth are
two aspects commonly encouraged within the community.

Lady Caress | mnstate.campuslabs.com
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Julie Massey | snc.edu

divisions began around
three years ago and align
with when Pres. Bruess began his tenure at the school.
“That lines up with
Brian becoming president,
which is a natural-enough
thing. Any new president
comes up with fresh eyes
and so they bring questions
of like, ‘What will strategically move us forward?
Should we shift some things
to make sure that whatever
our priority is in a position
to move forward effectively?’” explained Massey.
In addition, talk about
changes also came from
two consultants brought in
through the registry who
stayed on campus for a
couple of months. While
present on campus, Massey
said that they brought an
“inside-outside
perspective” and talked to many
people within Mission and
Student Affairs to get a better understanding of how it
all worked.
“And so, each of those
people on their way out
shared some thoughts with

President Bruess about,
‘Here’s what I’ve been
hearing from your division
and here’s what I’ve been
seeing,’” said Massey.
Ultimately the changes
to the divisions were made
and for student affairs moving forward, Massey believes that the responsibilities of student and faculty
retention, and equity, diversity and inclusion are on the
forefront for the division.
While these topics are handled cross-institutionally,
student affairs will be the
ones paying the most attention.
“So that’s true for retention work and that’s also
true for the equity, diversity and inclusion work that
will come under student affairs,” explained Massey.
“That work doesn’t just
happen in student affairs,
but again it’s an important
priority for the institution.
Somebody has to keep their
eye on it and make sure we
are making forward progress. So that’s being put under student affairs.”

“Someone has to run
point on a major institutional endeavor. It is everybody’s work but somebody
has to be charged with
keeping their eye on it and
networking and foster relationships and processes that
help us move forward.”
While this “someone”
refers to the division as
a whole, it is also referring to the new position of
Vice President for Student
Affairs/Dean of Student
Engagement, which will
provide new avenues of
communications within the
president’s cabinet.
In the previous structure of Mission and Student
Affairs, personnel and senior advisers to the President handled the responsibility of equity, diversity
and inclusion, and student
retention. These positions
reported to the president,
but were not on the president’s cabinet.
Now with the introduction of the vice president for
Student Affairs, this person
will oversee these areas of

News| 3
development, while also
sitting on the president’s
cabinet directly.
“So now, you have
those along with the other
amazing work of student
affairs. You have those
cross-institutional priorities with a seat at the table.
So it elevates the focus on
those important topics, so
that’s part of what’s being
achieved through this new
structural alignment,” said
Massey.
At the time of the interview, the search committee
for the position was still
being developed. However,
Massey took the position as
co-chair for the committee
and hopes to have a candidate chosen by the end of
the academic year.
“I think this division really needs top-notch leadership and is someone who
does come from this field
and will move us forward,”
said Massey.

Human Library Tells Stories of Truth
JANELLE KNICK | NEWS CORRESPONDENT
On Thursday evening,
Feb. 13, the Mulva Library,
along with the Cassandra
Voss Center, hosted St.
Norbert College’s annual
Human Library from 6pm8pm. The Human Library
is an event dedicated to
giving students and community members the ability to hear stories of people
in their community. This
year’s theme is “Emotional Toll of the Work They
Do.” To open, Kristin Vogel, the library director,
discussed the history of the
Human Library. The original Human Library was
first hosted in Copenhagen,
Denmark in 2000 after the
brutal attack on someone
simply for being part of an
undescribed minority. The
Human Library sought to
give outsiders the chance to
learn the stories of people
whose lives they may not
have otherwise known.
SNC’s Human Library
has a similar goal. Starting in 2015, SNC began
hosting the first ever Human Library in the state of
Wisconsin. Much like the
original in Denmark, SNC
sought to teach its students
about diversity. Eight dif-

ferent books were part of
the possible selection for
attendees this year. Some
of these options were “Beyond Skin Deep,” “Criminal Forensic Psychology,”
“Inside the European Refugee Crisis” and “How War
Shaped Me.” Students and
community members selected one presentation for
6 p.m. and one for 7 p.m. to
attend. Each session lasted
roughly an hour, the first
25 minutes being dedicated
to the author/presenter discussing their story, and the
remainder of the time being
dedicated to questions and
audience interaction.
The Human Library remains an essential part of
the SNC community experience as it offers an inside
look into another’s story.
And SNC’s part in this education experience has been
successful. With dozens
of students and and community members, multiple
which are repeat attendees,
the Human Library teaches
the value of understanding
one another.

Human Library Poster | snc.edu
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Winter BandFest 2020 Stops Audience Cold

MADELYN GLOSNY | NEWS EDITOR
Over Valentine’s Day
weekend, a variety of
students from local high
schools including Denmark, Notre Dame Academy, New Holstein, Green
Bay Southwest and more
participated in St. Norbert
College’s Winter BandFest.
This event spanned over
the whole weekend, with
students arriving on Friday,
Feb. 14 and performing on
Sunday, Feb. 16.
Winter BandFest is an
Honors Band experience
that allows for various high
schoolers to get the exposure of playing in a higher
level band environment.
The total cost for the student to participate is $75,
which includes housing and
meals. The high schoolers
stay with college students
involved in music programs
on campus. This allows for
them to really get a feel for

what the college life is like
as a music student here at
SNC.
This year, around 70
students from grades 9-12
participated in the BandFest. Each student must be
nominated by their high
school band director for
this program, and are eventually chosen by the music
faculty at SNC. It is a great
honor for these high schoolers to be a part of this event.
Dr. Phillip Klickman,
assistant professor of music
at St. Norbert, facilitates
the program. He utilizes his
Band Assistants for the semester, who take on a lot of
the responsibility of organizing the logistical aspects
of the BandFest. The Assistants take on the role of organizing the housing, forms
for guests being on campus, making sure the high
schoolers know where to

High School Band | google.com

go for each event and meal
and set up the stage before
rehearsals and more.
“It was a great learning
experience in so many ways
and [gave] me the opportunity to be a leader in front
of music students,” shared
one of the band assistants,
Kassidy Freund ’22 with a
major in instrumental / general music education.

The rigorous program,
which occurs every February, involves two days of
rehearsals, sectionals with
SNC music faculty, a faculty showcase concert and
a finale concert at the end
of the weekend. The finale
concert consists of performances from the SNC Jazz
Band and Wind Ensembles
on top of the High School

Honors Band. Freund spoke
to the importance of having
the annual Winter BandFest program, “The goal is
to get community students
playing music together and
learn what it is like to work
under pressure, in a new
environment, and challenge
them musically.”

SNC Times Staff Attend ACP Convention
KAITLIN FOLEY | NEWS CORRESPONDENT

This past weekend, seven members of the St. Norbert Times had the opportunity to attend the Best of the
Midwest College Journalism Convention hosted by
the Associated Collegiate
Press in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
At the convention, we
had the opportunity to attend various workshops,
listen to professionals give
advice and engage in interesting keynote speakers. In
addition to the Times, the
convention hosted numerous colleges and universities, both big and small,
from across the Midwest
region.
The convergence of
schools from all over provided a unique opportunity
to be able to engage with
other college papers and see
what elements from their
papers the Times could
then incorporate in our own
paper. We also had the opportunity to consult with
professionals who offered
valuable advice on our paper in regards to stories,
writing and design. The
tips and tricks from these
professionals gave us both
small and large ways in
which we can improve.
However, the most in-

The Newroom | Waitress

teresting thing to me about
the convention was the
variety. Most people tend
to see journalism as pretty
black-and-white and assume that the industry is
dying and has no stake in
the future.
Yet, the convention ex-

posed just how many ways
there are to tell a story and
communicate a message.
We all look at photos on Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat everyday; each picture
we see tells a story. Newspapers and other news orACP Awards | Kyra Kronberg

ganizations are quickly
picking up on these trends,
and incorporating storytelling through photos in their
issues.
Many papers are also
going digital, opening
up more options when it
comes to informing the

public. This includes all
types of visual and auditory media, whether that
be a written article, a photo
story, a compelling video,
or an informative podcast.
Newspapers are not going
away, but rather morphing
the way that they present
information. It is evolving
to include various forms of
media that we can access
and engage with in hundreds of ways.
My impression of college newspapers shifted
after attending this convention. My time in Minneapolis presented a perspective
I had not seen before, with
many students from across
the Midwest sharing ideas
on how they innovated their
own papers.
College newspapers are
not something to be overlooked. Compelling and
popular stories do not just
have to be published by
large papers like The New
York Times. Digging up
stories can be done by anyone, even a student journalist. All it takes is a natural
curiosity and willingness
to go the extra mile for the
story. If you dig and poke
in the right places, you may
find your next front page
story.

OPINION
Economics and... Baking?

OUR
d MEET
OPINION

COLUMNISTS:

Jared Gartzke ’21 is an
Economics major from
Freedom, Wis.

Aldo Gonzalez ’22 is a
Computer Science and
Communications double major with a minor
in Theology from Green
Bay, Wis.
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ALDO GONZALEZ | OPINION COLUMNIST

Over the past year or
so, I’ve been watching
baking shows and competitions on an on-and-off
basis. I don’t watch TV
that often, and so it’s just
when our family is looking
for some entertainment we
would all like.
The funny thing is:
I don’t bake, nor do I know
anything about doing so.
I think I primarily watch
them because they keep
my interest. In the competition ones, there is usually a clock ticking down,
judges and fantastic looking desserts. Often there’ll
also be some comedic elements, whether from the
hosts or the contestants.
Have I learned
things? Sure! I’ve learned
basic dessert concepts,
such as the need to balance sweetness with other
flavors and textures. These
can include sour, spicy,
tart and crunchiness. This
has helped decipher why I
am not a fan of cupcakes:
ordinary ones have a lot

“Sugar Rush” | hypable.com

of frosting with nothing to
balance it out!
But, have they
taught me essential recipes and techniques? I can’t
say they have. I think that
it’s been a long time since
I’ve picked anything from
it, and it’s just been for the
entertainment factor since.
I’ve compared this
change to eating ice cream.
If you want some ice cream,
you might serve yourself a
scoop or two. Maybe you
really liked it, so you go
for another scoop. At this
point, you still like it, but
getting another scoop just
won’t feel the same as

when you got the first few
scoops. It’s no longer giving you the same value.
It reminds me of an
economic law I learned a
few years back, called the
Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns. Investopedia defines it as, “at some
point, adding an additional
factor of production results in smaller increases
in output.” I could see this
playing out clearly at one
of my jobs, where we assembled tables. There were
two table-building areas
where several workers did
the building, and there was
someone who packed them

up. We would occasionally get an extra helper, but
there’d be no clear spot for
that person to be in. And
even though we’d technically put out more tables,
the extra person was not
doing as much as each of
the other workers was before the helper arrived.
In applying this to
the baking shows, I’m not
necessarily going to stop
watching them. I might
move from competitions to
more instructional shows,
or try out a recipe once in
a while; Anything that will
allow me to get more out of
watching them.

Corruption in North Africa

Emily Buellesbach ’22
is a Communications
and Media Studies major fom McHenry, Ill.

ALDO GONZALEZ | OPINION COLUMNIST

Throughout the 20th
and 21st Century, North
Africa has been engulfed
in political turmoil. From
Gaddafi in Libya to Hosni
Mubarak and Abdel al-Sisi
Egypt, Corrupt dictators
in this region have obtained their power through
military support and action while their civilian
populations suffered under
their rule. In 1969, Tripoli,
Libya experienced a fierce
coup d’état. This plot was
led by rogue military officers of the Libyan military.
Their leader was Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi. The
coup resulted in the overthrow of the Libyan King
Idris I. For the next four decades, Gaddafi ruled Libya
with an iron fist. Allowing
his allies within the country to become more powerful while those who opposed him suffered greatly.
He forced ethnic Italians to
leave Libya, and he criminalized opposition political
parties.
As the Arab Spring
came into effect in 2010

and 2011, Gaddafi and
many leaders like him
were overthrown. He was
dragged into the streets of
Sirte, Libya and brutally
killed by protesters and rioters. Since then, Libya has
suffered immense political
instability. Their current
president, Nouri Abusahmain, is facing a civil conflict with another rogue
military general named
Khalifa Haftar. Today, Haftar has significant control of
Tripoli. While the United
Nations are desperately trying to mediate the threat in
Libya, the country seems to
be headed into further civil
conflict.
Unfortunately, Libya is
not the only country that
breeds ruthless dictators in
North Africa. 1981 was a
year that saw momentous
change for the Egyptian
people. Islamic fundamentalists assassinated long
time Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat. This led to
Air Force General, Hosni
Mubarak, to take control
of the country. Mubarak’s

Abdel Fatah meets Donald Trump | https://foreignpolicy.com/

presidency showed the
Egyptian people true savagery and barbarism. Anyone who protested and disagreed with the Mubarak
administration was taken by
a secret police service and
slowly tortured and killed.
President Mubarak ruled
Egypt with fear and undeniable power until 2011. As
the Arab Spring spread into
Egypt, Hosni Mubarak and
his military did not stand a
chance against the power of
the people. Although there
appeared to be a period of
political stability from 2011
until 2013 with Mohamed
Morsi in power. He helped
to increase internet usage
and tried to promote real
governmental reform in
Egypt. Unfortunately, His

presidency was overthrown
by yet another coup d’etat
in North Africa.
An Army General
named Abdel Fatah alSisi took power of Egypt
in 2013. His administration has brought corruption
and political intolerance to
Egypt. Under his rule, all
social media and internet
activity is censored by the
Egyptian government. Any
political dissent to al-SIsi’s
power could result in imprisonment and possibly
death. All in all, the trend
of North African corruption
does not appear to stop anytime soon. As long as there
are strong militaries in the
region, there is always a
possibility of political turmoil.

Opinion |

A Self Check-In
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EMILY BUELLESBACH | OPINION COLUMNIST

Are you ever just sitting in your room and
thinking, “Wow how did
I get here?,” comparing
last year to this year and
your progress in life thus
far? I had one of these internal conversations in my
head this past week; nothing inspired these thoughts
besides the silence in my
dorm that just got me
thinking. I don’t feel that I
am alone in having one of
these little self check ins. I
think we all do it a couple
times a year.
I started thinking about
my living differences from
last year, as a freshman, to
this year. I lived in Sensenbrenner, sharing a room
that felt like a box with my
roommate. It was a culture
shock, having to go from
doing whatever you wanted in your room to having to be mindful of your
roommate. I couldn’t dry
my hair at 1 a.m. because
that would have been rude
to my roommate that had
lift at 6 a.m., I couldn’t
facetime my mom whenever I wanted, I had to use a
public shower every night
and I had to do my own
laundry. All these things
were an adjustment for
me. This year I live alone,
though my roommate and I
were friends last year, living alone has been the best
choice I’ve made for my

Looking outside the window in an aesthetically pleasing manner | rewireme.com

sophomore year. I never get
lonely because I always go
to my friends’ dorms, and
then when I want quiet time
I come back to my room. I
can talk on the phone whenever, watch movies without
headphones and blare music that I like. There’s really
nothing like it. I do have a
public bathroom again, but
at least I’m not in charge of
cleaning it.
Besides living differences, I have new friendships this year, and a different energy than last year.
I believe freshman year
is the year you begin the
process of changing friend
groups, learning what you

like to do and dislike and
knowing who’s going to
stay by your side and who
will choose the next best
thing over you. Last year I
went through several friend
groups, and it wasn’t until
the last month of spring semester that I began to talk
to the girls on my dance
team. This year I am rarely seen without the dance
girls. We eat together, practice together, hangout on
the weekends together and
send TikToks to each other;
we’re probably the tightest
group of friends I have been
with in a while. Last year I
didn’t think that I had anything in common with these

girls and after opening myself up to them, they have
turned out to be my closest friends here and that’s
a huge difference from last
year. Freshman year I didn’t
open myself up to new relationships or friendships,
and I stuck with what was
easy even if it wasn’t what
was best for me. This year
I have realized that talking
to anyone who you think
seems nice is worth a shot,
because you could end up
having so much in common
with them.
The last thing that
popped in my head before I
went to bed was my level of
confidence. As a freshman,

tional conversation, there
seems to be a more prevalent form of virtual communication. This form of
conversation has dominated for various reasons with
some being that it’s easier,
faster and takes less effort.
However, some would also
argue that communicating
virtually is not real communication at all. Instead,
it can be perceived as a
“cop out” of having to really converse with another
individual. Obviously, I
can only speak to my own
experiences, but, even so,
I am continuously losing
faith in the current generation’s ability to recognize
the downward spiral that
technology can cause when
it comes to developing so-

cial connections.
Although I have my
own vendetta towards technology, I do, in fact, recognize its benefits. Just in the
past decade medical technology has made tremendous improvements when
targeting and diagnosing
different illnesses. In addition, we also now have the
ability to efficiently communicate with individuals
halfway across the globe.
In that respect, technology

I wasn’t super confident because of the huge change
with college still settling
in. I didn’t know how tough
the workload was here, the
expectations, how to find a
routine that worked, what
resources we offered on
campus, etc. However, after going through a year of
college, I am not scared of
the unknown, rather I embrace it. I just think: well if
I survived last year, I will
do even better this year.
Knowing how things operate around campus and
what works for me and
doesn’t has helped improve
my confidence in myself
and my capabilities.
The point of me sharing my self check in is to
get you thinking about your
progress from last year to
this year, or five years ago
to today. It is interesting,
inspiring and motivating.
Knowing we go through
new obstacles each year
and still turn out okay in the
end allows any self doubt to
diminish. Each year I hope
to gain more knowledge
than the last, and hopefully
tonight when you are trying to fall asleep you think
to yourself, “Wow me last
year versus me this year is
crazy,” and give yourself
a pat on the back for your
progress.

Is Conversation Dead?
DAYNA ERICKSON | OPINION COLUMNIST

It seems that the Internet has taken over our
society. I am genuinely
concerned that technology
has become such an intricate part of our culture that
one could not survive in
today’s America without
it. How sad is that? We
traded technological advancement for our humanity, and, quite honestly, we
got the worse end of the
deal. Nowadays, children
are growing up with tablets
and smartphones instead of
playgrounds and penpals.
With that being said,
children then grow up
thinking that it is okay
that technology is such
a big part of their lives.
Which is fine if you think
it should be, but I do not.

Children are consequently
not learning the appropriate
communication and social
skills that children even
just ten years ago did. That
is perhaps what worries
me the most. Not only do
teenagers and young adults
abuse technology, but they
learn to do so at a very
young age. If this is the
case, then it is not surprising that this up-and-coming
generation is completely
technologically dependent.
Which then begs the question: is basic conversation
dead?
In short, not yet. I think
that conversation itself is
still very much alive, but
the form it takes has radically shifted. Instead of
direct, face-to-face, tradi-

serves its purpose and does,
in fact, benefit society.
However, we have taken it
too far when it comes to using technology to serve our
own materialistic purpose.
So, to answer my own
question of whether conversation is dead, I would
say no. Nonetheless, traditional conversation is on
the death bed waiting for
the plug to be pulled if we
continue to abuse it.

Opinion |

Existential Crisis 101
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JARED GARTZKE | OPINION EDITOR

For me and a lot of
my friends right now is a
strange time in our lives.
For so long we lived like
an animated shadow, believing we were the cause
but we were all marionettes of someone or some
system. Even though, in
retrospect, we were living
our lives to someone else’s
goals, it still felt as though
we had something figured
out. We all had a sense of
who we were at the time.
In a life controlled by discovering the unknown, it
was good to have our identities grounded in something we felt was concrete;
when everything seemed
uncertain it felt as though

we knew who we were.
Right now in my life,
and in my friends’ lives, it
feels like we are stuck in
limbo. We were catapulted
from a place where everything was certain and life
carried a very definitive
meaning to a place where
we have to question everything, and we are faced
with the very real threat
that nothing we do will
matter. Eventually, we
might find the comfort of
meaning through our own
families or careers, but for
the time being the reason to
get up in the morning is to
find a reason to get up in the
morning.
Right now we are fall-

ing. Losing our grip and
letting go of who we were
and trying to grab onto who
we will become. In the moment between the two, we
are in a constant panic, trying to grab onto any branch
or protruding rock before
we fall onto a cloud in our
thirties, saved by a deus ex
machina. So who do I become when I am not who I
was and I am not who I will
be? What is the next step
and where do I go in a crisis
of identity and meaning?
I think right now is
where we have to find out
who it is that we are. Inside a vacuum outside of
who we have to be for
other people or for society.

But it feels like I am asking: what is a vine if it has
nothing to cling to? In that
case it seems like the vine
is dead. Without anything
to cling to or drain the life
from, it doesn’t seem like it
can stick around. The one
option for survival for the
special species of vine that
people are is create our own
wall or frame to grow onto,
to create our own meaning in the lack of any other
one. In reality, the process
of constructing my own
meaning to life feels more
like an everyday vine trying to make its own frame
just for it to cling to. Where
can you find meaning in a
meaningless existence? To

that I say, where do you find
existence in a non-existing
world? Before the big bang
what was there? Every invention that ever came to
fruition came in a time
where that invention didn’t
exist. So maybe it isn’t as
hopeless to find something
from nothing. Maybe it’s
the case that in the nothing
is exactly where you should
look for something. Maybe
it’s just that I’m once again
lost in the shadow and that
to find meaning I have to
look at what’s causing the
shadow to find meaning.

the professional field, I had
been taught that the appropriate way to write a cover
letter is to talk about your
experiences and then to
apply them to the desired
job’s responsibilities. In addition, traditional cover letters include an objective for
the applied job and the specific thank you at the end.
However, this new idea
for cover letters exemplified the idea of “show, not
tell.” By telling a story
about yourself, you are not
only showing a unique side
of you, but you are also
showing that you have the
skills needed for the job.
You are not just blandly

saying that you have the
skills, you are displaying
that and exemplifying it for
your employer.
While I think that this is
a great idea for appealing to
employers, I could not help
myself from thinking about
the true reality of what we
are in applications. I came
to the realization that employers do not see us as
actual people, but just as a
cost and benefit relationship.
Because of this experience, the whole notion
that “we are not just numbers, we are people” is not
achievable in the workforce. Due to the speakers’

idea that we have to show
ourselves and our experiences, I began to think
about what truly employers
want and expect from us.
Ultimately, employers
see applicants as a number.
A number that they are going to have to pay. However, based on our skills, they
see us as another number
in regards to how much we
can make them in total.
In this sense, applicants
(or us) we are seen as a
product, or something that
ultimately costs money,
but something that can also
make them money. We are
weighed on a cost-benefit
scale against other applicants. In a simpler sense,
we are lined up like the different brands of shoes that
each have their benefits.
But, only fit the lifestyle of
certain people, who are the
employers.
With this frame in mind,
we have to realize that we
are not going to fit the build
for every employer. We
are not always going to be
the product that employers
want to buy or invest in.
But, if we continue
to show who we are and
what we bring to the table,
we will begin to find who
needs us and who, ultimately, wants us to share
our skills and experiences
to benefit them.

I am a Product
GRAEME GALLAGHER | CO- EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Over the weekend, I
had the privilege to attend the Associated Collegiate Press Best of the
Midwest Collegiate Journalism Convention in Minneapolis with the St. Norbert Times. While one may
think that a journalism
convention would be boring, I believe that it is quite
the opposite because of the
high practicality offered at
this event.
Students from schools
all over the Midwest gathered in a downtown hotel
for the event that contained
break-sessions,
keynote
speakers and competitions
ranging across all different
aspects of journalism. As
this field of work is everexpanding, topics covered in the event included
writing, photography, web
design, social media presence, journalistic coaching
and so much more.
However, out of all the
sessions, my favorite was
on a very pressing subject
in my life right now: getting a job after school. The
session was aptly titled,
“Getting Better, Getting
Attention and Getting That
Good Job.” As a senior in
college, the title was everything that I needed in
my life right now as I am
stuck in a whirlwind of applications, internships and
the impending future.
The session was taught

by two witty professors,
one of which also worked
at the Star Tribune in Minneapolis, and they gave all
of us so many tips for getting and working at internships. They told us how we
should act, dress and apply
to these types of journalism
jobs.
However, the piece of
advice that caught my attention the most was their
unique way to write a cover
letter. They broke it down
into three parts: a story
about yourself, what you
would bring to the job and
what the job would bring to
you.
Ever since I entered

I choose you! | https://www.ama.org/
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If you did not make
it to the Baer Art Gallery in the Bush Art
Center within the past
few weeks, then you
missed a great exhibition by our very own
Prof. Brandon Bauer.
He used imagery, video
and graphics to express
the growing threat
and concern revolving around sustainability and climate change.
Many of the other exhibits set to open this
semester have a similar
theme tying them together, gently reminding us about human
impact on the Earth and
its resources.

timeline. There was a
graphic timeline starting from the first mention of human impact
on the climate in 1820,
moving throughout the
centuries to the modern
take of this accelerated
crisis.
In the Godschalx
gallery across the hall is
a continuation of Prof.
Bauer’s exhibit, called
“In Our Hands.” This
gallery holds a series
of collaborative pieces
that project one strong
message, that our fate is
in our hands. The pieces
are set up like a narrative, starting directly to
the left of the entrance

“Fragments of Acceleration” timeline |
Anna Denucci
“Fragments of Acceleration” was in the
art galleries from Jan.
27 until Feb. 21. There
were thrilling photographs that depicted
almost
apocalyptic
landscapes,
layered
over each other in vivid
colors. There were also
two almost hypnotic
videos in the back of
the gallery with continuous ice flows and
seemingly molten fire.
Perhaps the most
important piece of this
exhibit that really tied
it all together was the

and moving all the way
around the room to end
on the right side of the
doorway. The graphics
warn against the impact
humans have on our
environment in short,
blunt sentences, placed
over obscur images of
human-made
things
and landscapes.
The ties in these two
galleries to the current
issues of climate change
were blatant and informative. Prof. Bauer
was able to get across
the message of what
has happened and what

“Fragments of Acceleration” video |
Anna Denucci
is currently in process.
There is no blunt sign
saying what you need
to do about climate
change, but the exhibit
as a whole leaves the
audience with evidence
of what is occurring. It
also depends the question of how to make
human impact on earth
less negative.
This idea of human
impact and exploring
what it does on earth
will also be explored
in some of the upcoming shows, though perhaps less outright. The
next exhibit that will
be open from March 2
through April 1 in the
Baer gallery. “Negotiating Space: Recent
Paintings by Ginnie
Cappaert and Marjorie
Mau” will explore abstraction and landscape.
Though this exhibit will not include the
hard hitting messages
that “In Our Hands”
and “Fragments of Acceleration” had, it will
hold a lot of pieces inspired by the natural
landscapes and world
that surrounds us. If
anything, seeing the
simplicity and beauty
evicted in the upcoming show will solidify
Prof. Bauer’s message

that earth needs to be
protected from human
impact, to preserve the
inspiration of abstraction and landscape.
Simultaneous to the
opening of Cappaert’s
and Mau’s exhibit, the
Godschalx gallery will
host “(Re)Fashioned,”
an exploration of solutions to the fast fashion crisis. This exhibit
will be created by those
participating in an honors tutorial of the same
name. The exhibit created by the honors tutorial will hold a lot
of insight and creative
expression to find solutions to human impact,
specifically in regards

to the fashion industry.
The honors tutorial
itself is focused on the
idea of sustainable and
ethical fashion. There
was a public lecture
on Feb. 12 by Lacie
Thorne (via Skype) and
there will be a second
lecture on February 26
by Paige Peerenboom,
Creative Director for
Au Naturale Cosmetics at 3:30pm in Mulva
101. The idea behind
these talks and the class
as a whole is to explore
the way clothes and
fashion are made and
how that impacts both
people and the world
around us.
It seems that the art
being held within the
galleries at St. Norbert
this semester are sending a much broader
message, highlighted
by Prof. Bauer’s initial exhibit. Whether or
not this was the intent,
putting a spotlight on
how humans impact the
natural world is an important step in creating
essential, informative
dialogue around how
we can change that impact to be more positive. After all, it is in
our hands.

“In Our Hands” narrative series |
Anna Denucci
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JOSCELYNN MCKILLIPS | FEATURES COLUMNIST
You know those
cool Pinterest arts and
craft ideas that you always see and love, but
know you wouldn’t be
able to make? Jessica
Ney, a sophomore, here
at SNC makes beautiful pieces of Pinterest
quality crafts!
Ney’s little business
is called String Works,
which uses the concept

ing more. She made
enough pieces to put
in a family member’s
gift shop in her hometown and they almost
all sold. Ney has also
begun to advertise on
Facebook and Instagram.
Ney’s skills have
gotten better throughout the years as she
continues to work on

Example of Jessica Ney’s art work | String Works Facebook

Jessica Ney ‘22 | Josie McKillips
of string art. To make
string art Jessica will
take “a board with nails
hammered into it in a
pattern” and then will
wrap string around the
nails to create words,
phrases or a picture.
The pieces are perfect
for home or dorm room
decor, or presents for
family and friends!
Ney first started this
with inspiration from
Pinterest. The initial inspired piece was a heart
bordered in nails with
string wrapped around
it colored in. After
making her first piece,
Ney thought it would
be fun to continue mak-

more and more pieces.
Jessica admitted that
she enjoys making larger pieces of string art
because she “likes to
surprise [herself] with
what [she] can create.”
Though it was difficult
to choose, her favorite
piece is one that she
made for her dad on
Father’s Day that says
“Dad’s Workshop.”
Ney wants to keep
creating special gifts
for loved ones, like
she did for her father. She also hopes
to make these types of
gifts for others looking
for a perfect present to
show someone you re-

ally care. These boards
can be very personalized and Jessica wants
to help her customers’
ideas come into reality.
Want to check out
Ney’s work and possibly buy some pieces? You can find her
on Facebook (String
Works) and Instagram
(@string.works). There
you will be able to find
pictures of her past
work. In addition, you
can connect Ney to talk
about a new piece!

To take you through
the process of buying a
piece, the first step is to
get in contact with Jessica. Have an idea in
mind and share it with
her and she will work
with you to create your
dream piece. “I love
when people bring new
ideas to me,” says Ney,
so if you have an idea
that is not on her social
media she would love
to try it out.
Because she is currently enrolled in class-

es here at SNC, if you
decide to order a piece
it will take up to 1-3
weeks. Prices vary on
the size of the board
and detailing on the
piece. A standard 1ft x
1ft board ranges anywhere from $20 to $30.
Larger boards will be
$40 or more. Payment
methods include cash,
Venmo, credit and debit
cards or check. Ney
is looking forward to
hearing from some new
customers here at SNC!

Example of Jessica Ney’s art work | String Works Facebook
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Major/Minor: English and Communication & Media Studies
Why did you choose SNC?
The first time I visited SNC was during the infamous polar vortex last year. After that visit, I
swore that I would not go to SNC. However, the strong feeling of community that I felt while
here and the numerous opportunities available, like internships, extracurriculars and other oncampus jobs, made SNC seem really appealing, even after my bad visit. I couldn’t shake these
thoughts, so I decided to visit again in the spring. During this visit, I was able to actually appreciate the beauty of campus, instead of just focusing on the weather, and everything seemed
to fit together. SNC felt so right during that visit that I actually put the deposit in then and there!
What has been your favorite part of SNC so far as a freshman?
Everyone is so friendly and inclusive here, which I absolutely love! Professors are kind and
understanding, students are welcoming and other staff are super sweet (and often make my
day)! The community aspect of SNC is amazing, because people really care.
Was there anything that surprised you about college?
High school teachers are notorious for making college sound like this impossibly hard thing where the professors are cold and uncaring, the homework
destroys you, you never have time for non-academic things and that there is never help available. This, however, is not true (most of the time). Although
there are moments when I am drowning in homework, giving me little time to just be, most of the time the homework isn’t too bad. And, when things
are really hard, there is support around every corner, which makes the times when I’m sinking under a pile of assignments a little easier to manage. In
fact, I feel that, with all of the resources I have available to me, these things are almost easier than they were in high school. It definitely isn’t the horror
story that I heard at home. Also, I was really afraid of moving away from home, since I am really close with my family, but it hasn’t been anywhere
near as bad as I thought it would be. I still get homesick sometimes, but I’ve been able to form such an amazing network of support here at SNC that
I’m usually okay.
What advice would you give incoming freshmen?
This is a bit cliche, but definitely get to know your roommate some before getting here. Figure out if you actually fit, and actually discuss and consider
how to deal with conflict ahead of time (don’t just resort to, “we’ll figure it out as it comes along!”). I know everyone says these things, but it is so
important. By taking these proactive steps, you can work to prevent future problems, which can be a huge blessing. The last thing you want to deal with
while stressing about homework and such is roommate issues!
Fun Question: If you could time travel, when would you go and why?
I feel like I should say that I would try to prevent WW2 or something, but I would mess that up in a horrifying way. So, I think I would go back to the
1920s and try to meet F. Scott Fitzgerald and get a first edition “The Great Gatsby.” (And, yes, I know, my English major is coming out.) Plus, that is
a really cool period in general. However, I would definitely be returning back before the Great Depression.
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Sequels, Reboots and Spin-offs, Oh My!
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HEIDI SWANSON | ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
In recent years, there has
been a resurgence of T.V.
shows from the 90s and early
00s. Shows like “Full House,”
“That’s so Raven,” “Roseanne,” “Will and Grace” and
“Boy Meets World” have all
been developed into reboots.
But are they really necessary? Given how beloved the
originals are, I’m not so sure.
There are reboots that are better than others, especially for
shows that were cancelled
during their prime, like “Veronica Mars.” But shows like
“Full House” that were really
successful should not be rebooted. As one critic says, “By
lazily throwing everything at
the wall without a single element sticking, ‘Fuller House’
stands as a threat to memories
of an older generation and future memories of a younger
one. How rude, indeed.”
It has been reported that
Will Smith is planning on rebooting “The Fresh Prince of

Bel Air.” As much as I love
that show, I don’t want it to
be rebooted. Let it die with
dignity. “The Princess Bride”
was in the news recently
about a remake of the classic
movie. Sony’s chief executive
Tony Vinciquerra said, “Very
famous people whose names
I won’t use, but they want to
redo ‘The Princess Bride.’”
Many people responded to
this, expressing their desire
to avoid a reboot at all costs.
Cary Elwes, who plays Westley in the original, tweeted,
“There’s a shortage of perfect
movies in this world. It would
be a pity to damage this one.”
Speaking of spin-offs and
reboots, I have to mention
Disney’s live action remakes.
At first, I was okay with them.
I even wrote an article about
them in the Times; essentially,
I think if they’re done well,
they should continue to make
these remakes. The problem,
however, is that many times

it seems Disney is only making these movies for the money. There is no innovation to
them. Like with the newest
“The Lion King,” which was
pretty much the same as the
animated version. Characters
looked too life-like, losing
some of the emotion and heart
of the original. I think Disney
should make live action remakes of underrated movies,
like “The Black Cauldron,”
“Treasure Planet” and “Atlantis: The Lost Empire.” And
the sheer number of upcoming
live action remakes seems like
Disney is forgetting to make
original movies. They should
focus on making the upcoming generation’s classics, but
instead they want to create
nostalgia for college kids and
twenty-somethings. In the
next few years, Disney/Pixar
will release eight animated
movies and eight live action
remakes. It seems to me that
not enough attention is toward

original movies.
The top five movies of the
box office in 2019 are “Avengers: Endgame,” “The Lion
King,” “Toy Story 4,” “Captain Marvel” and “Spiderman:
Far From Home.” All of these
are either sequels, reboots or
spin-offs. There is only one
original movie (“Us”) in the
top ten in 2019.
So, I have a proposal: for
the next year, all movies will
be original movies. They will
not be sequels, reboots or spinoffs of any kind. This doesn’t
mean that I think all types of
movies like these are bad, but

I do think that Hollywood has
become more concerned with
money than with innovation.
They know that people will
come out to sequels because
audience members are already
familiar with the stories. But I
don’t want that. I want them to
be creative and new and exciting, because that’s how good
things are made. I’m wary of
a future where money is more
important than storytelling.

by Lisa McGee, whose background strongly influences the
plot of the show. Unlike the
previous sitcoms, this show is
enveloped in emotion. “Derry
Girls” is a period piece set in
Northern Ireland during the
end of the Troubles, an ethnonationalist conflict that lasted
from the 60s until 1998, the
fears and frustrations of these
events are voiced throughout
the show, some moments are
light and others are incredibly dark. The main cast are
only teenagers, stuck in the
middle of this conflict. Erin

lives under the same roof
as her cousin Orla, both of
whom attend a Catholic prep
school for girls alongside
their friends, Clare and Michelle. In the pilot, Michelle’s
English cousin, James, moves
to Derry and also attends the
girls’ school, for fear of his
safety from Irish boys, considering his English accent.
The show follows the group

Even Ted Cruz weighed in
on a potential “The Princess
Bride” Remake | google.com .

British Comedies for the Win
MERCEDES DANFORTH HERNANDEZ | GUEST COLUMNIST

Have you ever seen a
piece of media so great that
it felt like you’d struck gold?
This kind of scenario happens
when I’m looking mindlessly
through a streaming queue or
intentionally following a trail
of works made by creators
I’ve loved in the past. Like
the greedy buccaneer I am, I
have kept these foreign treasures all to myself- but as for
now I’ll share a few, as a treat.
Here are a few British comedies that I highly recommend
you watch.
“Ghosts” is a 2019 British sitcom that centers on a
financially struggling young
couple, Alison and Mike, who
move into a grandiose country home given to them after
the passing of Alison’s distant
relative. They plan to renovate the property and turn it
into a hotel rather than selling, though the opportunity
may drive them deeper into
debt. On the other hand, their
decision could displace the
literal troubled souls that have
dwelled there, some even
before the manor was even
built. As the couple prepare
to flip the house, the ghosts
attempt to intervene to save
their home. Their plans fail
until one of the ghosts takes
direct action and pushes Alison out the window, breaking
her neck and nearly killing
her. Upon recovery, Alison
realizes her brush with death
has granted her the ability to

see the dead, allowing her to
interact with the ghosts residing in the manor. Alison has
difficulty accepting her new
roommates until everyone
reaches an agreement, to live
under the same roof in peace
and come up with ways to financially support Alison and
Mike. “Ghosts” is one of the
most hilarious sitcoms I have
watched possibly ever. The
dynamic banter between all of
these rich and wonderful characters is never boring or tedious; it’s just downright fun
and silly and everything a sitcom ought to be! The ghosts
are the life of the show (That’s
a great joke, you’re welcome),
each from a different era and
background, who make up a
dysfunctional little family of
their own. The characters are
written with such love and
care that translates effortlessly
on-screen, as the episodes are
written by the actors themselves. The show is a joy to
watch and waiting a week for
a new episode was absolutely
worth it, especially because I
got to enjoy the show with my
parents. I highly recommend
“Ghosts.”
“Motherland” is another
British sitcom which came
out in 2017, revolving around
working mother Julia and her
friends Liz, a heavy drinking single mother, and Kevin,
a stay-at-home father who
does his best, all of whom
navigate middle-class parent-

hood in the most ridiculous
ways possible. Let me tell you
something. This show is very
funny and moderately stressful, I desperately want Julia
and Kevin to divorce their
spouses, and the antics are realistic. The drama however?
FANTASTIC. I’m talking
about cattiness and spite, the
passive-aggressive attitudes
of British middle-class moms
had me gasping. A rival group
of mothers lead by Amanda,
a stay at home mother with a
violently Type A personality,
acts as the antagonist of the
series. She is both my favorite and least favorite character, for a multitude of reasons.
The stakes are never too high
and I was invested with each
storyline regardless, it made
me appreciate my mom a lot
more as well. There is a moment in the first season that
is unexpectedly poignant, so
brace yourself for some softness- I was not ready in the
slightest. I watched this show
with my friend, neither of us
mothers or British, though the
series didn’t stop us from feeling that way whenever anyone
experienced a play-date snub
or felt the fiery contempt behind a seemingly playful joke.
“Derry Girls”: This is
another British sitcom (I do
not accept criticism on my
taste) that first released in
2018 on Netflix, so you may
be familiar with it. The series was created and written

SEE BRITISH COMEDIES Page 12 >

“Derry Girls” | google.com.

Star Rating System
Terrible
Borderline
Worth checking out
Great
Masterpiece
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Book Review: “The Silence of the Girls” by Pat Barker
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ANNA VANSEVEREN | ENTERTAINMENT COLUMNIST
Ah yes, another Greek
mythology retelling. What
could be better? I wrote an
article last year about my favorite books of all time, and
number one on that list was
“The Song of Achilles” by
Madeline Miller. Well, “The
Silence of the Girls” is the
same story as “The Song of
Achilles,” only instead of
being told from Patroclus’
point of view, it’s told from
Briseis’ point of view, Achilles’ war prize. And let me tell
you, getting to read the story
of the Trojan War in a completely different way was,
well, shocking to say the
least. More on that later on.
Briseis was once queen
of one of Troy’s neighboring kingdom until Achilles
and the other Greek warriors destroyed everything
she knew and loved. Shortly
after, Briseis becomes Achilles’ prize of battle, a slave
who has to lie each night
with the man who murdered
her family. She watches the
battles each day from camp,
wondering if the Trojans, her
people, will be able to overtake the towering Greek army.

When Agamemnon, the
leader of the Greek forces,
demands Briseis for himself,
Briseis finds herself stuck
between two of the strongest warriors as she struggles
to survive. Pride shattered,
Achilles refuses to continue
fighting, and Briseis watches
as the Trojans start to push
the Greeks back. She gets an
intimate look into the relationship between Achilles and
Patroclus and what leads up to
the culmination of the war, all
the heartbreak and anguish.
As one of many slaves
in the Greek camp, Briseis
found herself erased from history, but Pat Barker brings her
story, and the women around
Briseis, back to life. As I mentioned before, getting to read
an incredibly familiar story
from an all new perspective
was shocking. Everyone, yes
even Agamemnon, becomes so
much more complex through
Briseis’ eyes, especially
Achilles. There are newfound
revelations that are brought to
light through a woman who
can only observe the horror
that’s going on around her.
I would recommend this

book to anyone who is a fan
of Greek mythology, but especially to those who have
already read “The Song of
Achilles” because of the similarity of the two stories. “The
Song of Achilles,” being told
through Patroclus’ point of
view, paints a completely different picture of Achilles than
“The Silence of the Girls”
does. And rightfully so, right?
Patroclus views Achilles
through rose-colored glasses,
like he can do nothing wrong,
and when he does, Patroclus
just bites his tongue. Briseis,
though, she hates Achilles.
He takes everything away
from her, rapes her regularly
and expects her to follow his
orders. He’s a monster in her
eyes. I cannot explain how interesting it is to see Achilles
from Patroclus’ perspective
and then Briseis’ perspective
between these two books.
And trust me, your opinion of
Achilles will change throughout both books because of
how complex he becomes.
I will also say that I think
Pat Barker wrote this book
really intelligently. She pulls
out moments from mythology

> BRITISH COMEDIES Page 11
It also broadcasts the talents of the actors, especially
the characters of the kids’
families and staff of their
school. The writing in “Derry
Girls” is so funny and their hijinks are superb, though what
drew me into show was the
close relationships between
the kids. Rarely do I relate
to “dysfunctional” families
in television shows, but I do
with this one particular. I’m
very close with my family,
especially my cousins, so the
exchanges between Erin and
Orla and their friends broke
my heart. The show does not
shy away from having its bittersweet moments to reflect
on the era, which are all executed powerfully.
“Ares”: I have to admit,
I was a backseat viewer to
this next show. I first heard
about it from my cousin who
was too speechless to really
explain the show to me. After scouring the internet for a
while, I had a very basic idea
of what it was about. I’m
going to tell you this now,
do not look up any reviews
or summaries if you care to
watch this series. Not only do
these “descriptions” spoil a
major plot point but the plot
point they spoil does so in
the worst way possible. So
please, if you decide to watch

the series, don’t look it up.
ful, the best way to watch is
With that put aside, let me inwith subtitles. In any horror,
troduce you to “Ares.” “Ares”
acting has to be worthwhile,
came out in January of 2020
and “Ares” delivers greatly.
on Netflix, based in the NethThe show itself is essentially
erlands. This show genuinely
one longer horror movie and
terrified me. Be warned, this
the pay-off is masterful. I’m
is not at all a comedy. “Ares”
not sure if “Ares” will be reis a supernatural horror-drama
newed any time soon, but if it
about Rosa, a medical student
is, I don’t think I could stomattending an elite school in
ach it.
Amsterdam who joins a seIf you check out any of
cret student society, where
these shows, I hope you enjoy
she navigates school, relationthem! If you have opinions
ships, and the horrifying rites on these shows, however, do
of the society itself. The Eng- not approach me about them.
lish dub on Netflix is shame- Have fun!
Promotional material for “Ares” | netflix.com

that have often been overlooked and explores them in
depth and at length. She takes
her time to make sure that every reader understands Briseis
as a human, not just as a slave.
Barker also makes some
magical parallels between
Briseis and Helen that will
hit you like a ton of bricks.
Even if you aren’t the
biggest fan of Greek mythology, or don’t know the story
of the Trojan War all that
well, I would still recommend

this book to you. There’s a
lot more meaning to it than
meets the eye, a lot of meaning that can be applied to
today. So if you like gritty
books that will break your
heart, give this one a shot.
Favorite quote: “Great
Achilles. Brilliant Achilles, shining Achilles, godlike
Achilles … How the epithets pile up. We never called
him any of those things; we
called him ‘the butcher.’”
Rating:
5/5

Cover for “The Silence of the Girls” | google.com
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Upcoming Events
*For more details, contact the Ticket Office at (920) 403-3950 or
visit snc.edu/tickets

2/28-3/1
“Treasure Island”
		Times vary
		Walter Theater
3/2-4/1		
		
		

Negotiating Space: Recent Paintings by
Ginnie Cappaert and Marjorie Mau
Baer Gallery

3/2-4/1		
		

(Re)Fashioned
Godschalx Gallery

Movies in Theaters
“The Call of the Wild”
“Brahms: The Boy II”
“Sonic the Hedgehog”
“Fantasy Island”
“Birds of Prey”

Upcoming Movies
“Onward” 3/6
“Extraordinary” 3/6
“My Spy” 3/13
“The Hunt” 3/13
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In honor of the most recent Oscars, here are some of the most memorable moments from Oscars history, according to the entertainment section members.
Anna: “La La Land” “Moonlight” Wins Best Picture
I don’t know about all of you, but I’m not the biggest fan of award shows. That being said, I didn’t watch this year’s Oscars, mostly because I hadn’t seen many of
the movies that were nominated. I do know, however, that this year’s Oscars were not nearly as interesting as the Oscars in 2017. Yes, I’m sure you all remember this:
“La La Land” winning Best Picture. Oh, wait. No. It was actually “Moonlight.” Yeah, “Moonlight” won Best Picture. I’m glad I watched the 2017 Oscars live because
nothing else quite captured the uncomfortability of the moment. Everyone in the audience felt it, everyone watching felt it and certainly everyone up on stage felt it. It
was like shock and then confusion and then more shock mixed with awkwardness. Let’s just say I’m very glad I wasn’t the person who screwed that one up.
Heidi: Marlon Brando Declined His Oscar Statuette, 1976
Nowadays, most celebrities use their speech time as a political platform. But that wasn’t so common before 1976, when Marlon Brando refused his Oscar statuette to
do it. Instead of accepting his award for best actor in “The Godfather,” Brando sent Native American activist, Sacheen Littlefeather, to speak on his behalf. She said,
“He very regretfully cannot accept this very generous award. And the reasons for this being are the treatment of American Indians today by the film industry.” It’s kind
of disappointing that not much has changed for Native Americans in film in 44 years, but it is nice to know that Brando so strongly believed in inclusion that he refused
a great honor. He also didn’t take the stage–he gave voice to a community of people that rarely have a voice by sending a Native American leader. I’m not sure many
people today would do the same.
Sam: Die Hard
Recently my family has started watching “Die Hard” on Christmas Eve. This all started when I was arguing “Die Hard” was the best Christmas movie and making my
sister watch the movie. Turns out my whole family loved it and when I go home this year I will be bringing my copy of “Die Hard” for our traditional viewing. “Die
Hard” provides me with the adrenaline rush and fun that I want during the Christmas season. It’s action-packed, but still has moments of heart and humor to round out
a personal favorite movie of mine.
Other Notable Moments:
Beating James Cameron’s “Avatar,” Kathryn Bigelow became
the first woman director to win for
“The Hurt Locker” in 2010. To
add to the drama, Cameron and
Bigelow are divorced. | google.
com

In 1940, Hattie McDowell became the first black woman to win
an Oscar for her role as Mammy in “Gone With The Wind.”
McDowell, who accepted her award in a segregated theater,
said in her acceptance speech, “I sincerely hope I shall always
be a credit to my race and to the motion picture industry.” |
google.com

For her role in “Monster’s Ball,” Halle Berry became the first
black woman to win the Oscar for Best Actor in a Leading Role
in 2002. That same night, Denzel Washington won in the male
category, making him the second black man to win Best Actor in
a Leading Role since Sydney Poitier in 1964 | vox.com

Oscars 2020 Recap
HEIDI SWANSON | ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
With only 23.6 million
viewers, the 92nd Oscars
Awards experienced its lowest viewership ever. That’s a
six percent drop from 2019,
which means six million fewer people watched. But that
doesn’t mean there weren’t
epic moments from the show.
The most iconic thing to
happen was “Parasite” winning all of the major film
categories of the night: Best
Director, Best Picture, Best
Foreign Film and Best Original Screenplay. It even made
history: it is the first non-English film to win Best Picture.
But I haven’t even gotten
to the most iconic moment.
Bong Joon-ho, Parasite’s director, said, “The Oscars are
not an international film festival. They’re very local,” when
asked about Oscars buzz over
his film. Incredible. Amazing.
Spectacular.
A lot of people who won
used their celebrity status to
try to make an impact on the

audience.
Joaquin Phoenix, who
won Best Actor for “Joker,”
spoke of the damaging nature
of cancel culture: “I have been
a scoundrel all my life, I’ve
been selfish. I’ve been cruel at
times, hard to work with, and
I’m grateful that so many of
you in this room have given
me a second chance. I think
that’s when we’re at our best:
when we support each other.
Not when we cancel each other out for our past mistakes,
but when we help each other
to grow. When we educate
each other; when we guide
each other to redemption.”
Taika Waititi, who won
Best Adapted Screenplay for
“Jojo Rabbit,” expressed a
sentiment when talking to the
assembled press after his win
that I think we should all share:
“Us making the film was in
response to a resurgence of
hate and intolerance and hate
speech. And here’s the thing:
At the end of [World War II]

there was a very clear rule, if
you were a Nazi, you went to
jail,” Waititi said backstage
at the Oscars. “Now the rules
have changed a bit. If you’re a
Nazi, feel free to have a rally
down in the town square and
you can invite all your mates.
So something’s changed and
something’s not right. And
we have forgotten the rules,
I guess, so I feel like this is
the perfect time for a film like
this. I feel like the film has
become more important and
more relevant today.”
Waititi, who is of Māori
descent, also used his platform to advocate for indigenous people: “I dedicate this
to all the indigenous kids in
the world who want to do art
and dance and write stories.
We are the original storytellers and we can make it here as
well.”
Once again, the Oscars
were criticized for its lack
of representation. Natalie
Portman wore a dress em-

broidered with the names of
women directors snubbed for
Oscar nominations this year;
all directors nominated were
men this year. Janelle Monae
opened the broadcast by highlighting inclusion, saying,
“I’m so proud to stand here
as a black queer artist telling
stories.” Steve Martin and
Chris Rock ridiculed the academy for nominating a group
of nominees who were overwhelmingly white and male.
Things are looking up,
however, for the inclusion of a
broader range of voices. With

the sheer number of wins
for “Parasite,” the academy
might think to consider more
non-English films for their
awards. Waititi is thought to
be the third person of Māori
descent to win an Oscar. Hildur Gudndottir, who won an
Oscar for best score for “Joker” broke the 22 year streak of
honoring men composers. So
things are changing–slowly,
Laura Dern accepts her
award for Best Supporting
Actress” | Variety.com

SPORTS
A Splashing Season End for the SNC

Wednesday, February 26, 2020
Editor: Graeme Gallagher
sntimes.wordpress.com/sports | 14

CRYSTAL SCHUSTER | GUEST WRITER
Take your mark... GO!!
The St. Norbert Swim and
Dive team has recently
concluded its over five
month season with some
impressive
accomplishments at their Midwest
Conference (MWC) Championship meet in Grinnell,
Iowa.
Across the team, there
were 117 season bests, 77
personal best times, 26
new team records and two
relay titles.
Individually, the Green
Knights had two crowned
champions, including Ben
Stolberg ’22 who finished
first in the 200-yard breaststroke with a school-record
time of 1:51.91. In addition, Kirsten Williams ’22
came home with the Elite
20 award, which recognizes the MWC student athlete
who has the highest grade
point average competing at
the championship.
Overall, the men’s
team won six dual meets
and only lost two this season, with one being against

Sophomore Swimmers at MWC Championship | Crystal Schuster

a Division I school, compared to last year where the
team won six and lost three
dual meets.
In addition to improving during the regular season, the men’s team shattered records throughout
the postseason. At championships, the team improved
by 180 points over last

year’s conference total, saw
twice as many individual
champions and crowned
two champion relays.
Furthermore, there were
more top eight finishers and
more top 16 athletes who
made it back for conference
finals, and everyone designated as a scorer earned at
least one point in the finals.

Also, this season there were
13 top eight finishes on the
men’s side compared to the
seven top finishers they had
last year at MWC Championships. All but one of the
men’s records were broken, and the men’s team
clinched third place overall
at the Midwest Conference
Championship this year.

Now for the Lady Green
Knights, the team won two
of their dual meets and lost
six this season, compared
to winning two and losing
seven last season. However,
the point totals were significantly closer. Facing new
opponents at their meets
than they did last year gave
them an opportunity to beat
some of the teams that had
previously topped them.
Overall, the women’s
team improved by 73 points
over last season’s MWC
finish and finished fourth
overall at conference,
which is the highest finish
in 16 years for the women’s
program. The team excelled
individually as there were
four top eight finishes last
season at championships
while this year there were
five and they were all new
athletes.
Lastly, more records
were shattered this year
than last, and the records
SEE SPLASHING SEASON Page 15 >

Sports Talk: High-Contact Sports
Sara: It is no secret that the amount of children playing high-impact sports is decreasing. The New York Times reported that the number of high schoolers playing tackle
football has decreased by 10% in the last decade. I think that the current downward trend
will continue unless the corporations in charge create an adequate response to the CTE
and serious head trauma evidence that scientists are presenting. There is an argument for
autonomy, and the people who wish to participate in high-impact competition can do that.
However, can someone truly have autonomy if they are unaware of the risks associated
with participating in football or hockey? A child may not understand that a head injury at
the age of 12 could potentially have a serious impact on their quality of life as they age.
The NFL has added rules, regulations and stricter punishments for inappropriate hits. But
is that enough? Should the age to participate in full-contact and high-impact sports like
tackle football be pushed back to an older age?
Head Trauma | vox.com

Savannah: I think that athletes are retiring earlier or
are leaving the NFL and NHL earlier each year because
their bodies can no longer take all the contact and injuries that come with playing in these sports. I also think that
even if these leagues get safer equipment or use the technology they have to make the equipment safer, there is still
no guarantee that the athletes will stay in the game longer.
If the coaches and the leagues’ medical staff try to ensure
ways to allow contact that is safe for the game and will not
allow for a severe injury or career-ending hit, it is a start to
making the games safer. However, players still may retire
early because they do not want to injure themselves more
than they already have.

Sports |
> SPLASHING SEASON Page 14
on the women’s board are
very challenging, as many
would still score at the conference level today.
However, we can not
forget about the dive team,
who also found success at
the MWC Championships.
Will Bethard ’23, who only
switched to diving in January, placed fifth overall and
came close to breaking the
1m diving record. Finalizing her diving list, Taylor
Lewis ’23 also competed in
all eleven dives at conference.
These
achievements
stem from a long season
that began with the introduction of Hannah Saiz as
the new head coach. With
the program only being in
its second year, an unlikely
transition of coaches led to
athletes having to adapt to a
different style.
“Having a new coach in
the second year of the program certainly is not common, and there was a lot
to adapt to, but I am very
thankful for the recruiting we did last year which
kept our team at a similar
size after some chose not
to continue in the sport,”
said Jeffrey Green ’22.

“However, the team soon
welcomed new coach Hannah Saiz into the St. Norbert community and would
grow to accomplish many
things over the course of
their season.”
For Saiz, the outlook is
already on the next season
and what can be done to
improve the already promising program, which wants
to bring a NCAA Championship to St. Norbert one
day.
“Looking back on
this season, I can think of
things I would like to improve upon for next year,
but I appreciate the journey
that got us to where we are
now,” said Saiz. “I want to
continue to capitalize on
doing what ‘can’t be done’
next year and in the following year. And the year after. And after. Until maybe
one day we’re sitting at
the NCAA Championship
hoisting a shiny new trophy
for our cabinet.”
As the program continues to grow and develop,
first-year student athletes,
such as Rachel Koch, are
eager to discover ways to
shatter expectations and
add to the rising legacy of

The Freshman Class | Crystal Schuster
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Head Coach Hanna Saiz and medallists | Crystal Schuster

the program.
“We were told to trust
the process and through
the blood, sweat, and chlorinated tears, we shattered
more records than expected, broke past our personal boundaries and made a
name for St. Norbert Swim
& Dive,” said Koch ’23.
Riley Enlebert ’23
described this season as
“thrilling” and applauded
the team as “an amazing group of people, and I
wouldn’t have wanted to
spend my season with anyone else.
Numbers aside, if you
ask any one of the members on the team to describe
the dynamic of the St. Norbert Swimming and Diving
team, most often you will
always hear the word “family.”
Although the team is
still a relatively new program at the school, the
team has made a name for
itself, both on and off the
pool deck. Both the coaching staff and athletes alike
share a sentimental spot for
the victories of this year’s
season and for the hard-

work that was put into their
training over the course of
the season.
“What makes me the
happiest as a coach are not
the improvements we saw
in times, although those do
make me happy as well,
but the improvements I believe we saw as people,”
emphasized Saiz. “I know I
challenged people a lot this
year, not only in the work
we did in the water, but in
how they see their sport,
how they take ownership of
training and how they engage with the process.”
Some people really embrace challenges and some
struggle with it, and in a
sport that relies heavily on
what a clock says, it’s easy
to get wrapped up in the
numbers. Yet, looking back
on their season now, these
athletes reminisce fondly
about the journey they have
swam through over the last
couple months.
“We’ve been through
a lot this season, the high
points which were really
high and some low points
which were really low, but
we managed to pick our-

selves back up and work
as hard as we could to get
back on track, while supporting each other every
step of the way,” said Kristina Biundo ’23. “I am so
extremely proud to be part
of a team that never gives
up on themselves or one another.”
Under the guidance
of their coaching staff, the
swimmers and divers supported each other through
every obstacle and victory
and contributed their individual stories to being a
part of the growing history
of the SNC swim and dive
team.
As Saiz says,“We all
faced struggles at some
point during the season and in my eyes those challenges we faced and overcame made us better both
as athletes and as people.”
And it was from those
battles that the St Norbert
Swim & Dive team shared
in both personal and communal successes as a family, and faced everything
while rising to the occasion, one lap at a time.

team did needs to be continuously reminded and acknowledged for the sake of
baseball.
I have been putting off
talking about this issue for
some weeks now, mostly
because it seems to never
stop, and also because the
timeline is just so fuzzy that
it is hard to truly capture.

But, I will give it my
best shot because I need a
reminder for what the heck
is going on as well. So here
we go, the quickest recap of
the Astros offseason.
Back in November,
Oakland Athletics starting
pitcher Mike Fiers spoke to
The Athletic on the Astros’
use of electronic cameras

to steal signs during the
2017 season. Fiers was on
that 2017 team that went
on to win the World Series.
In addition to Fiers, other
pitchers spoke out on their

The Fier’s on the Astros
GRAEME GALLAGHER| SPORTS EDITOR

Every time that I think
that the Astros can not mess
their situation up anymore,
I am constantly proved
wrong...and I’m ok with
that. This whole scenario,
scandal and reaction have
been absolutely crazy, busy
and utterly hilarious. One
simply has to ask: Why do
the Astros continue to pour

salt in the wound (or put
fuel into the Fier)?
To be honest, I thought
that the storm would have
already blown over Houston, but every time the team
just manages to do the worst
thing to bring the spotlight
right back to them. Look,
I am not complaining because I think that what the

SEE FIER’S ON ASTROS Page 16 >
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suspicions of the team’s
cheating.
The article drew massive outcry online and even
sparked multiple videos on
social media to display this
kind of cheating. Shortly
after, Major League Baseball (MLB) opened up an
official investigation in the
Houston Astors Organization.
In mid-January, the investigation found that the
Astros had in fact been
stealing signs using electronic technology during
the 2017 season and into
the 2018 season. The team

placed a camera in the
centerfield wall that could
see the opposing catcher’s
signs. The camera relayed
live feeds to the Astros
dugout, in which someone
would bang on a trashcan in
an effort to tip pitches while
a Houston player was batting.
Due to this development, Houston fired their
manager A.J. Hinch and
general manager Jeff Luhnow. In addition, the Boston Red Sox and manager
Alex Cora, who was the
bench coach for the Astros
in 2017, parted ways. Additionally, Carlos Beltran,
who was also on the 2017
team, parted ways with the
Mets shortly after being

hired in the offseason.
From there, the Astros
players and management
had been reluctant to offer apologies for their actions until the beginning of
Spring Training. However,
some are still refusing to admit and take charge of what
happened, especially shortstop Carlos Correa who has
fired shots at people “not
knowing the facts,” which
ultimately means Dodgers
player Cody Bellinger.
Currently, many players are upset that the Astros
players received no punishment at all and are calling for more repercussions
for their actions that have
destroyed the game for so
many.

Mike Fiers | nbcsports.com

UPCOMING EVENTS
Men’s Hockey
Feb. 29 - at Marian Univ. (NCHA Semifinals)
Mar. 7 - NCHA Harris Cup Championship
Women’s Hockey
Feb. 28 - at Adrian College (NCHA First-Round)
Feb. 29 - at Adrian College (NCHA First-Round)
Men’s Basketball
Feb. 28-29 - Midwest Conference Tournament
2/28 - vs. Cornell College
2/29 - Championship
Men’s Tennis
Feb. 29 - vs. Carroll Univ.
Feb. 29 - at Concordia Univ.
Men’s Volleyball
Feb. 25 - at Maranatha Baptist Univ.
Feb. 28 - vs Cardinal Stritch Univ.

Sports |
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Astros Spring Training | chron.com

Additionally,
many
people, such as ESPN Analyst Jessica Mendoza and
former player David Ortiz,
have criticized Mike Fiers
for speaking out in the first
place.
Well, I tried my best to
make it short, but that was
annoyingly long and I still
missed some aspects. Anyways, I’m going to offer
my thoughts on the issue
and what I think should be
done.
Firstly, I want to recognize that I am a die-hard A’s
fan (I know, strange). I have
been a fan for my entire life
and am in no way, shape or
form a bandwagoner. Now
with that out of the way,
I want to say that anyone
who thinks that Mike Fiers
is a “snitch” or in the wrong
for speaking out is flat-out
incorrect, a proponent of
cheating and a hater of the
game.
That’s right. I’m looking at you, David Ortiz.
First off, you are ignorant
to believe that Mike Fiers
was in the wrong for doing what he did. As someone who loved baseball and
had a great career, why do
you think that letting cheating slide is ok? Well, that’s
obvious. Of course, the person who tested positive for
PED’s in 2003 would think
that cheating is ok. I guess
cheaters have to look out
for each other. This is just
ridiculous Big Papi and
I’ve lost some respect for
you to be honest.
Secondly, the fact that
it took so long for Astros
management and the players to admit their wrongdoing and just simply apologize was demeaning to the
character of the team as a
whole and the players. I’ll
be the first to admit that
the Astros are an amazing
team. As a guy who has

watched them beat up on
the A’s for the last four seasons, I know that they have
so much talent and are fun
to watch. However, the reluctance to apologize hurt
that character that they built
and I am looking forward
to seeing fans’ reactions to
them on the road.
Lastly, MLB found that
they were guilty and simply
gave the team a slap on the
wrist. Why has MLB gone
soft on this? This is honestly a serious offense that has
hurt so many people. The
cheating has led to young
pitchers being rocked by
the Astors and then to be
sent down to the minors
and to never return. It has
destroyed careers and not
to mention the Dodgers.
Could the Dodgers have
won the 2017 World Series if not for the cheating?
Who knows, but if I was
them, I’d be upset too.
Rob Manfred needs to
actually do something as
commissioner and take a
stand. The fact that he is
too busy focusing on these
stupid rule changes, that
actually are negative for
the game, and not worrying about actually punishing the Astros is beyond
me. The players are furious
about this and I would not
be surprised to see a work
stoppage from the MLBPA
when the next CBA is discussed.
What the Astros have
done is tough to be forgiven and tough to cast a blind
eye on. I hope the Astros
continue to dig their own
holes and that baseball never forgets these moments.
While it sucks, this could
be a good turning point for
the sport if the MLB makes
good decisions on how to
handle all the negative publicity.

